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Welcome to the twenty fourth edition of the Forest Witch Magical Monthly.

Thank you for signing up to receive magical tips and updates on
new products and specials. A warm welcome to our newest members! Feel free to forward this to your friends and encourage them to join the
mailing list. For suggestions on topics you'd like to see in upcoming issues, please write to DianeWing@forestwitch.com.
Put Forest Witch on your safe sender's list or address book to ensure you receive your magical monthly newsletter!

Quote of the month:

Magical Tip:

"In order to discover more accurate and sensible understandings of life and the world
around us, we must first unlearn what we currently believe to be the truth."

"Magick is learning to work with change, with the forces that create change, and to
shape the outcome to match your intention...You are bending and shaping natural
occurrences to fit your will."

         

- Richard N. Potter, Authentic Spirituality; The Direct Path to Consciousness
                 - Christopher Penczak, The Inner Temple of Witchcraft

Magical events for August :

August Special events:

August 1 - Lammas

Intuitive Tarot Reading Workshop

August 5 - Corn Moon/Lunar Eclipse

Thursday, August 6, 2009               7-9pm                      $30 per person

August 5 - Celtic Tree Month of Hazel begins

Location: BSA, 1 Scout Way, Doylestown PA 18901

August 6 - Intuitive Tarot Reading Workshop, Doylestown
August 20 - New Moon
Join my community and
get
instant access to my
eCourse
"The Role of Magick
in Modern Society"

August 22 - Sun enters Virgo
Lammas Special Offer:

In the first hour, you'll learn the basic structure of tarot, color
meanings, the suits, the court cards, and card layouts. The interactive
portion of the workshop comes in the second hour, when students will
pair up to practice seeing messages in the cards, feeling their energy,
and making connections between them. Bring your favorite tarot deck
and notebook to class with you! No prior experience necessary.

First Name
Last Name
Email*

Are you looking for a way to develop your intuitive abilities
but
don't know where to start? This 2-hour course will teach you to use
tarot
cards to tap into your natural intuitive abilities.

To register, call 215-348-5755 or www.SusanDuvalSeminars.com

Insight Stones - Free Analysis with purchase through August 31st (a
$50 value)!
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If you like the Forest Witch Magical Monthly, check out the Vibrant
Concepts newsletter "The Enlightened Mind" coming out in September.
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What If You Could Receive Guidance In 7 Minutes Or Less Around
Exactly What's Troubling YOU Right Now?

Submit

You Can!
Insight Stones is an easy, inexpensive tool that targets the vibrations
around your question and provides quick clarity so you are able to move
forward with certainty.   You may think having so many options on the
board and possible combinations (stones, trees, colors, planets, and
seasons) is just as confusing as the decision you are trying to receive
guidance around. But here's what's really important: Your Insight
Stones guidebook provides instructions, examples, and interpretations
that make it easy to understand and interpret the messages that come
through the stones. This IS the life-guide instruction book you've been
searching for! You'll be tapping into your intuitive gifts within minutes
after following the simple guidelines. So just imagine ... everything
becomes easier when you use this insightful tool ... much easier than to
continue living with your struggles and unanswered questions, yes? (A
huge life-altering return for such a small investment.)

Join our mailing list and receive my FREE
report "20 Tips for Successful Living " PLUS
news and special offers from Vibrant
Concepts!*
Go to www.VibrantConcepts.com to sign up
*We respect your privacy and never share your
information with anyone!

Wing Academy of Unfoldment

The results of the survey are in. Thanks to all of you who provided
feedback on which courses you'd like to take and how you'd like the
information delivered! Here are the top answers...

Top 3 Courses: Meditation, Psychic Development, & Candle Magick
View Insight Stones video to see the magick! Free Personal E-Mail
Analysis with purchase through August 31st - my gift to you! Click here
Class Format Preference: Live Teleseminar (via webcast) & Private
to get yours right away!
Interaction with Instructor
Let me share with you what the Insight Stones provided for a confused
practitioner ...
"I had questions about my new business and what steps were needed to move
forward. Insight Stones assisted me in getting clear, and I gained tremendous
insight on where I am presently and the appropriate path to take. The words that
came through the Insight Stones guidebook provided confirmation on my soul's
unique gift and how to share it with my clients."

            - Cathy Lauren, IntuitiveChoices.com

Lammas/Lughnasadh marks the beginning of the harvest festivals and the decline of summer into winter.
Lammas is from the Saxon word Hlaf-mass, the Feast of Bread. Lughnasadh is associated with the Irish god
Lugh, the God of All Skills, and games of athletic prowess are conducted to honor Lugh.
The most important aspect of Lammas is to make sure we have given enough for what we have received. This
Sabbat reminds us to remember everything we already have in our lives, to look at the positive aspects of life,
and to count our blessings.
A suggestion for a Lammas ritual comes from Kate West, author of "The Real Witches' Handbook." She
recommends taking several pieces of paper and on one side making a note of something you have achieved in
the past year and on the back write something you intend to do in 'payment' for this. For example, on the front
write that you passed an important exam; on the back write that you will dedicate time to teaching someone else
a skill they need. The two need not be linked

.

Once all of your achievements and payments have been written, set aside a time to read them aloud and give
thanks to whatever higher power you feel is appropriate. You can pin them up as reminders and take them
down once they have been satisfied or put them in a safe place. Remember, Witches always honor their
promises!

Preferred Length of Each Session: 1 Hour
What else should we keep in mind? Keeping classes affordable.
What next? The most voted-for courses are in development and we'll
let you know the minute they become available. Your feedback has
shaped the future of the Wing Academy of Unfoldment. We're excited
that you were a part of our initial course development and look forward
to creating a lively learning community!

~Remember how to play~Get in touch with your inner
child~Create awareness in your children
Marvelous Empowerment will get you back in touch with your
inner child while expanding awareness in your own children.
Marvelous Empowerment offers a variety of empowering
workshops for all ages. Kids are invited to participate in all workshops
and are free of charge. Using tools from the best selling Awakening
Consciousness series, Robin Marvel heals mind, body and spirit
through play.
*Kids 17 and under FREE with paying adult  

*All materials

included                                                                          *Workshops available in ALL areas
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* Individual and group sessions available
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For full details on workshops please visit www.aurasenseguide.com
To Schedule your day of play call Robin at 231-679-5713 or e-mail to
rmarvel@aurasenseguide.com
Ask Arachne: Question:

Which herbs are most effective when seeking to attract a romantic relationship?

Answer: When conjuring the right romantic relationship, the energies necessary to attract a loving vibration can be helped along with natural elements corresponding to love.
Several herbs and flowers fit this purpose. One is jasmine, which can be used in sachets or burned in the form of incense. Rose is a plant that is strongly associated with
emotions and can be used in dried mixtures, worn while performing love spells, put live in a vase on your altar, or distilled and poured into bath water for a love bath. If you
are looking to create a love mixture to carry with you in a drawstring bag, include jasmine, rose, a piece of rose quartz, moonstone, and yarrow for a powerful pull for your
ideal match. When imprinting your intention on the concoction, let the Universal Energy know that you are looking for the person that is right for you and who is best for your
highest good. Carry it with you. In your home, pair items such as candlesticks to draw the vibration of coupling. Balance the items in your home with both feminine and
masculine energies to create a harmonious union of the two vibrations.
This is your section of the newsletter, where questions on magic or the magical life can be submitted. Submit your questions to DianeWing@forestwitch.com and
see the answer in upcoming issues!
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